The quiet Sun (QS) magnetic network is known to contain dynamics which are indicative of non-potential fields. Non-potential magnetic fields forming "S-shaped" loop arcades can lead to the breakdown of static activity and have only been observed in high temperature X-ray coronal structures-some of which show eruptive behavior. Thus, analysis of this type of atmospheric structuring has been restricted to large-scale coronal fields. Here we provide the first identification of non-potential loop arcades exclusive to the QS supergranulation network. High-resolution Atmospheric Imaging Assembly data from the Solar Dynamics Observatory have allowed for the first observations of fine-scale "S-shaped" loop arcades spanning the network. We have investigated the magnetic footpoint flux evolution of these arcades from Heliospheric and Magnetic Imager data and find evidence of evolving footpoint flux imbalances accompanying the formation of these non-potential fields. The existence of such non-potentiality confirms that magnetic field dynamics leading to the build up of helicity exist at small scales. QS non-potentiality also suggests a self-similar formation process between the QS network and high temperature corona and the existence of self-organized criticality (SOC) in the form of loop-pair reconnection and helicity dissipation. We argue that this type of behavior could lead to eruptive forms of SOC as seen in active region (AR) and X-ray sigmoids if sufficient free magnetic energy is available. QS magnetic network dynamics may be considered as a coronal proxy at supergranular scales, and events confined to the network can even mimic those in coronal ARs.
INTRODUCTION
It is well known that loop structures provide the fundamental structuring of both the corona (e.g., Portier-Fozzani et al. 1998) and the transition region (TR; e.g., Feldman et al. 1999) . The fact that plasma loops are sustained at both the large spatial scales of coronal active regions (ARs) and the small-scale supergranulation network suggests an underlying self-similarity in the process that generates and supports atmospheric loop structuring. Self-similarity within the solar atmosphere has been suggested to exist with high energy classes of structuring as well, as both coronal and TR bright points have been suggested as manifestations of "mini" ARs (Longcope et al. 2001; Tian et al. 2008; Orange et al. 2013b) .
It has been shown that AR-scale "S-shaped" loop arcades, or sigmoids (Rust & Kumar 1996) , sometimes precede the eruption of coronal mass ejections (CMEs; Sterling & Hudson 1997; Canfield et al. 1999; Sterling et al. 2000; Moore et al. 2001 ). These non-potential loop arcades signal the breakdown of the AR potential field and allow for non-ideal processes to occur, contributing to plasma heating and mass influx to the solar wind. Photospheric observations and modeling have revealed the quiet Sun (QS) magnetic network to have the ability to initiate non-potential fields (Woodard & Chae 1999; Zhao et al. 2009; Uritsky et al. 2013; Meyer et al. 2013) . Indeed, such studies have shown these non-potential magnetic configurations in the QS to couple with the corona and result in stochastic brightenings such as blinkers (Woodard & Chae 1999) , bright points (Zhao et al. 2009 ), and impulsive nanoflares (Meyer et al. 2013) . However, the loop arcades resulting from these non-potential magnetic fields have not yet been identified in the QS network. Additionally, the role of such structuring and their magnetic footpoint evolutions have not been studied.
AR sigmoids are suggested to be formed by an emergence or cancellation of underlying photospheric magnetic flux (Archontis et al. 2009; Cheng et al. 2010; Green et al. 2011; Sun et al. 2012) causing an injection of helicity resulting in static field bending (Klimchuk 2006; Malanushenko et al. 2011) . Similar processes have been suggested to be the source of QS network non-potentiality (Woodard & Chae 1999; Uritsky et al. 2013) . The existence of non-potential loop arcades is therefore an immediate clue that non-ideal magnetic field behavior exists and that dynamic activity could be possible.
Self-organized criticality (SOC; Bak et al. 1987 ) is the theoretical concept that dissipative systems are driven to a critical point, and has been shown to exist in solar flares (Lu & Hamilton 1991) , AR turbulence (Uritsky et al. 2007) , and even CMEs (Yeh et al. 2005; Robbrecht et al. 2009 ). The existence of SOC over a broad range of scales suggests that a single heating mechanism, or the same series of mechanisms, are at work. The existence of SOC in numerous energetic events contributing to coronal heating and the solar wind show the importance of studying these types of events in order to understand the global mechanisms driving stellar and interplanetary conditions. While solar eruptive events exhibiting turbulent SOC have been suggested to be self-similar with other event classes (i.e., CMEs and jets; Robbrecht et al. 2009; Raouafi et al. 2010 ) these aspects have only loosely been applied to the magnetic network underlying the atmospheric regimes which are thought to non-negligibly contribute to sustaining the dynamic solar corona (Uritsky et al. 2013) . The frequent emergence and coalescence of magnetic flux elements in the QS (Berger & Title 1996; Lamb et al. 2008) could be self-similar to the dynamics forming AR non-potential fields and sigmoids (Archontis et al. 2009) , and is the focus of the study presented here.
Basal heating mechanisms confined to the lower atmospheric regions of the TR, chromosphere, and photosphere (Schrijver 1995; Kano 2004; Aschwanden 2008) suggest that plasma loop structures are sustained by small-scale reconnection and wave heating processes (Judge et al. 2003; Fludra & Warren 2010) . These events dissipate stored magnetic energy and return non-equilibrium regions to a relaxed state (Browning et al. 2012 ). This type of activity is reminiscent of the presence of SOC resulting from helicity relaxation, Alfvèn wave dissipation, and dissipation of vortical structures in turbulent flows (Uritsky et al. 2010; Pouquet et al. 2011) . The smaller scale, less crowded magnetic fields of the QS supergranular network could uncover the fine-scale elemental structure producing dynamic activity.
In this Letter, we report on the existence of extreme-ultraviolet (EUV) non-potential loop arcades spanning the QS supergranulation network and their associated magnetic signatures. The presence of such small-scale non-potentiality shows a multi-scaled self-similarity between coronal ARs and the QS never before identified. We also investigate the connection of non-potentiality with the emergence and imbalance of photospheric magnetic flux, and find that QS network non-potentiality could be used as a proxy for its large-scale coronal counterparts.
OBSERVATIONS AND DATA REDUCTION AND ENHANCEMENT
In order to study the diffuse structure of the solar QS network, we utilize high-resolution data from the Atmospheric Imaging Assembly (AIA; Lemen et al. 2012 ) instrument onboard the Solar Dynamics Observatory (SDO). AIA consists of four Cassegrain, dual-channel normal incidence telescopes observing in seven EUV wavelength passbands at 0. 6 spatial resolution with a 12 s cadence. AIA data is obtained via the "cutout" service (www.lmsal.com/get_aia_data/) and is of level 1.5 processing.
For this study, we observe the 171 and 193 Å AIA passbands. O 'Dwyer et al. (2010) found that for QS emission, the 171 Å band is dominated by Fe ix (log T e ∼ 5.85) and 193 Å is dominated by Fe xii (log T e ∼ 6.2). The identified structures are near disk center in QS regions absent of flaring activity. Recent atomic data has suggested that the 193 Å band may have significant contributions from TR temperatures lower than log T e ∼ 6.2 (Del Zanna et al. 2011; Del Zanna 2012) . Thus, QS 193 Å material may originate from below 1 MK.
QS network loop structures are diffuse strands that span the supergranular network, and the 171 Å band is known to contain the upper TR structuring we wish to observe (Oluseyi et al. 1999) . To look for evidence of non-potentiality, we search AIA 171 Å full-disk images for diffuse, "S-shaped" loop structures at network scales in the QS, and away from ARs. The wavelet transformation image enhancement technique of (Stenborg & Cobelli 2003; Stenborg et al. 2008 ) is performed on the AIA data sets in order to elucidate structure and highlight loop boundaries. This allows for easier identification of fine-scale structuring in high-resolution AIA data.
To monitor the photospheric magnetic field elements contributing to our identified events, we use magnetograms from the Helioseismic and Magnetic Imager (HMI; Schou et al. 2012 ) also aboard SDO. HMI is a filtergraph observing the 6173 Å absorption line and provides full-disk, Doppler velocity, line-of-sight magnetic flux, and continuum images at a cadence of 45 s. The full-disk magnetograms are recorded on two 4096× 4096 charged-coupled devices at a spatial resolution of 0. 5. Precision alignment of magnetic field data with EUV observa- tions is paramount when studying fine-scale structuring. HMI passband images were co-aligned to AIA images by using the techniques of (Orange et al. 2013a ). The resultant alignment uncertainty is thereby ∼0. 5 which was visually verified by cross-correlating bright 1700 Å emission with strong magnetic network elements. To remove noise from HMI magnetograms, we employ a custom background subtraction routine. For each identified event subregion, the data is histogramed to isolate the 10% lowest values pixels. Averaging the isolated pixels, we define 98% of this value as the background contributing to the field of view. This background is then subtracted from the field of view prior to all measurements. This results in an overall reduction of pixel values of 10%.
Once loop footpoint regions are identified in HMI, the positive and negative footpoints are isolated as seen in Figures 1 (right panels) and 2. In addition, we evaluate the central region over which the loop spans ( Figure 1 , right panels). It is important to note that care was taken in selecting the regions as not to allow footpoint magnetic flux to enter or leave the fields of view throughout their evolution. We consider the evolution of the total signed magnetic flux for each opposite polarity non-potential loop footpoint region. The magnetic evolution of central regions is represented as the total unsigned flux, as it is only the overall change in the central parts that we are concerned with. Uncertainties were derived from photon counting statistics.
Magnetic footpoint analyses and flux measurements are made at four times: prior to the appearance of the non-potential form in 193 Å (t 1 ), at peak coronal 193 Å "S-shape (t 2 )," peak TR 171 Å "S-shape" (t 3 ), and after all atmospheric non-potential arcades relax to potential forms (t 4 ). From these, we calculate the magnetic flux imbalances between footpoints for each event to uncover any dynamic behavior. This imbalance is defined as the percent difference between the positive and negative footpoint flux relative to the sum of footpoint flux at each time. Results of these imbalance calculations are given in Table 1 .
RESULTS
Here we present the first three such cases of QS network non-potentiality (Figure 1) . The visual magnetic footpoint evolution is shown only for the first event on 2011 August 5 (QSNP2) in Figure 2 . Identical panels were produced for the other two events and were inspected as presented below.
The first event on 2010 December 4 (Figure 1(a) ), denoted QSNP1, occurs in a QS network region containing numerous diffuse loops and evolves over a ∼15 minute period to form the non-potential arcade, first occurring in the corona, then cooling to TR temperatures. The 193 Å band shows diffuse non-potential forms, but cannot be attributed to individual loop structures. The TR 171 Å emission shows a distinct sharp arcade structure, albeit extremely tenuous, compared with the coronal images. The TR form lasts for about 10 minutes before dispersing into other potential loops. The signed magnetic field footpoint evolution was examined over a 20 minute span similar to that in Figure 2 . The positive footpoint seems to coalesce by 11:05:15 UT and then decrease in strength at 11:12:00 UT. Conversely, the negative footpoint shows emergence of numerous individual flux elements over a larger area. The flux analysis in Figure 3(a) showing the evolution of total integrated flux occurring over each of the four observations shows the positive footpoint to be the stronger of the two and an increase in all flux at 11:05:15 UT with the central region and positive footpoint showing sharp reductions in flux at 11:12:00 UT. Table 1 shows a large reduction in footpoint energy imbalance (∼13%) by the time the TR non-potential loop peaks in form.
The event in Figure 1 (b) on 2011 August 5 (QSNP2) stems from stronger QS network elements. The non-potential loop forms over a ∼25 minute period under a canopy of potential coronal loops. A diffuse non-potential arcade first appears in 193 Å with a subsequent sharp signature in 171 Å. Once the non-potential loop disappears just prior to 08:17:00 UT, the entire region fills with potential canopy loops. The sequence in Figure 2 show the positive footpoint to coalesce by 07:50:15 UT Figure 2 . Signed HMI footpoint evolution for QSNP2. Top and bottom panels are positive and negative footpoints, respectively, from the fields of view in Figure 1(b) . We note that each footpoint region is confined to the field of view and no identified footpoint flux enters or recedes from the fields of view. before smearing out by 08:20:15 UT. The negative footpoint is observed to condense from a long, convoluted string of weaker elements into at least three individual patches of stronger flux. Figure 3(b) shows the negative footpoint to be the stronger of the two with both footpoint fluxes increasing slightly for the first three times while the central flux shows strong oscillatory behavior. When the resulting potential loop canopy forms at 11:00:00 UT, negative footpoint flux decreases while central and positive show an increase. The flux imbalance between footpoints increases by 1.6% over the lifetime of the non-potential loop before decreasing to 30% (Table 1) .
The final event on 2011 August 5 (Figure 1(c) , QSNP3) takes place in the diffuse QS network over a ∼50 minute period. When the coronal non-potential arcade is visible, at least two TR loops are present connecting concentrations of opposite magnetic polarity. The TR non-potential loop that emerges later results from a double-flux rope configuration, with two loops (one bright, one diffuse) sharing a common footpoint rooted in the negative pole and spanning across to adjacent positive concentrations. The positive footpoint evolution seems to concentrate into a strong pole of a few pixels with residual surrounding flux remaining, before visually shrinking after 10:50:15 UT. The negative footpoint is small and compact, and shows an emergence of flux by 10:25:30 UT and a decrease in footpoint area by 11:00:00 UT. Each footpoint shows opposite behavior in Figure 3(c) corresponding to the non-potential 193 Å arcade. The positive footpoint is the stronger of the two and emergence of central and positive flux accompany the TR non-potential arcade while the negative footpoint is steady. Footpoint flux imbalances show oscillatory behavior of an average of ∼4% over the lifetime of the event (Table 1) .
DISCUSSION
Here we have identified the first examples of non-potential loop arcades in the EUV QS network. Previous studies (Woodard & Chae 1999; Zhao et al. 2009; Uritsky et al. 2013; Meyer et al. 2013 ) have shown QS magnetic network dynamics to have the ability to produce non-potential fields, but the events presented here are the first associations of such dynamics with low temperature EUV QS network plasma structures. This non-potential structuring is self-similar with AR sigmoids which sometimes precede eruptive activity (Canfield et al. 1999) . The existence of this structural self-similarity suggests that magnetic flux imbalances and the emergence of flux (Archontis et al. 2009 ) in the QS network could lead to SOC via loop-pair dynamics that form non-potential structuring (Moore et al. 2001) and result in flaring activity (Hughes et al. 2003) due to helicity dissipation (Uritsky et al. 2007 (Uritsky et al. , 2010 Pouquet et al. 2011) . These dissipations can directly contribute to coronal heating dynamics (Uritsky et al. 2013) . Therefore, it cannot be ruled out by this brief analysis that QS network non-potential events exist that demonstrate powerful eruptive reconnection events resulting in heating activity similar to those observed in the high temperature corona and ARs.
Structural self-similarity and the observed role of evolving magnetic flux together imply that the free magnetic energy generated in the QS network is sufficient to initiate the field line configurations that precede eruptive activity. Asymmetric coalescence and fragmentation of flux elements can lead to unbalanced cancellation events and spatiotemporal variability of the photospheric field. A statistical study of small-scale QS magnetic elements by Uritsky & Davila (2012) suggested such imbalances of the evolution of magnetic flux in the QS network to exist. These inherent QS network dynamics allow for the instabilities leading to the formation of non-potential fields.
Observations of the emergence and coalescence of photospheric magnetic flux in the network footpoints and central regions underlying these QS non-potential arcades elevates the argument that non-potentiality in the solar atmosphere is largely driven by such dynamics. The asymmetric emergence, coalescence, and overall flux imbalances between loop footpoints and central regions allow for reconnection dynamics to produce unbalanced heating, evaporation, and condensation over the structure of the loop arcades. If these asymmetries become strong enough, or the field strengths are sufficiently high, the field could reach a self-organized critical state and trigger a larger magnetic eruption event self-similar to those observed in the corona. As coronal observations and simulations have shown emerging flux to be a likely contributor to the formation of AR sigmoids (Archontis et al. 2009; Sun et al. 2012) , these small-scale, less crowded network events could provide the isolated environments required to uncover the dynamic magnetic field evolution as it relates to non-potentiality as a global process.
Considering a localized system of sinusoidally time varying fields, oscillations contribute directly to a time varying vector potential, and thus time varying magnetic and electric fields. If the source region is small compared to the spatial region of interest, far from the source the fields become transverse to the radial direction and oscillate rapidly, contributing directly to the behavior of the vector potential. Thus, the variability of the photospheric field can influence field and plasma dynamics in the overlying TR and corona and form non-potential fields.
In a similar fashion, photospheric footpoint motions and flux emergence contribute to the build up of magnetic helicity (Klimchuk 2006; Zhang et al. 2013; Xu et al. 2013 ). The stochastic magnetic variability observed here can thus provide helical motions necessary for forming non-potential S-shaped flux ropes (Green et al. 2007; Zhao et al. 2009 ). This observation is significant because helicity build-up in the photosphere is directly proportional to its build up in the corona, which has consequences for coronal heating (Malanushenko et al. 2011) . It is believed that helicity (Klimchuk 2006; Malanushenko et al. 2011 ) can build to a point where magnetohydrodynamic instabilities occur and lead to a rapid relaxation of the field as only reconnection can do (i.e., SOC). It cannot be ruled out from this analysis that even stronger dynamics than those observed here can occur in the QS network. The removal of helicity can be caused by the submergence of magnetic flux (Klimchuk 2006) , and this may be the cause of the absence of eruptive dynamics in the events in this study.
The asymmetric magnetic field dynamics and imbalances observed here are consistent with the stochastic recycling of small-scale magnetic flux known to exist in the photosphere (Berger & Title 1996; Lamb et al. 2008; Uritsky et al. 2013 ). This process is ubiquitous throughout the photosphere and suggests that the formation of supergranulation network non-potentiality could also be commonplace. As individual QS loops are numerous and extend from the network into cell interiors (Oluseyi et al. 1999) , photospheric dynamics can force the overlap of these loops and initiate the tether-cutting reconnection process which is known to form large-scale sigmoids and result in CMEs (Moore et al. 2001 ). This process has been suggested to originate from the collision of loop footpoints with the same polarities which can reconnect and trigger a cascade of further instabilities (Hughes et al. 2003) . This places major emphasis on the ability of QS plasma to exhibit SOC (Uritsky et al. 2013 ) and contribute to coronal heating (Zhao et al. 2009; Uritsky et al. 2013) . The mere existence of QS EUV network non-potential loop arcades and their self-similarity with large-scale coronal structures suggests there may exist QS events exhibiting SOC to the extent that will allow the constraint of low temperature EUV and far-ultraviolet power law distributions of solar energetic events. This will shed light on heating mechanisms either exclusive to the available energy of the QS network, or that similar processes manifest at both AR and network scales.
